Blomendaal v CCG,

Conceit is the most incurable disease that is known to the human soul.
It was a cracking sunny day, flower valley become a paradise of nature in the earth, everywhere
peaceful greenery and scene convert a stunned of beautiful nature, divine atmosphere and light cool
breeze kissing our heart and soul.
Both have same feelings, but they think differently, it was very pity sight when our captain set a
fielding, M Davidson was in square-leg, unfortunately every ball goes to him , miserably enough he
couldn’t walk or run because of pain he has been suffering, the opposition took full advantages and
they took every ball few run, in this picture his son Zev Davidson felt same pain emotionally and he
immediately took his place and did great job, I saw the relief on his face, it was a great scene of love.
Losing the toss and chasing the huge total 187, it is comprehensive total, sadly the first victim was M
Davidson, of course he couldn’t run between the wicket, wishfully thinking , age is not harmonise
with this cruel sport of cricket, second scene was so funny and amusing M Schwandt launch his
inning with very impressive way he hit to mid-off close fielding in hand and without any clue to run
in the half of wicket and calling to H Mir , Mir couldn’t response and gave an away his wicket and
got frustration without any reason, No doubt , Schwandt cricket is a the most difficult sport in this
planet, but most delightful, thrill full and exciting sport in the planet also. Sev Davison , a boy with
cricket brain and engineered the inning which we would remember rest of our life, I find the
situation when he came in crease , our batting line was almost crushed by opposition, the value of his
inning was sensitive time of the match, when trustworthy Gladiators H Mir was caught by Mid-off
fielder, at that time partnership was 95, playing under pressure is a cricket, in previous match Alex
and H Mir make century of course it is mills stone and without pressure they make, Steve
Davidson’s inning was a unique because of playing under pressure is a real cricket, because in this
stage of match when losing a wicket losing a match, he launch his majestic inning with cool mind and
very watchful way, every single is hearting them, his lethal planning was exceptional , finding the
placement between the fielding was pure professional, absolutely confidence, he gave no room to
them to break the partnership and same time ticking the scoreboard continue also, the match look
like a more thriller than Harry potter or lord of the ring.
Zev Davidson slowly but surely took charge of the battle and manufacturing the tactics against them,
a moment came in he must launch his final attack on them and he smash the huge 6 in square leg
and same over he shine 4 with long mid-off and 2 run also in same over, that was turning point his
partner youngster Son of gun the great Victor was his deputy and both have wining partnership
Michael played a very sensible cricket, The inning was combination of highly skill full with
temperament, absolutely perfection, no emotion, steel of nerve, selection of shots were exceptional
Zev Davidson destroy their heart and soul and same time shattered their illusion also, It was a match
with joy and for them tears. In bowling department was not so impressive ,only H Mir and Chaudhry
were very economical both 14 over , 33 run and a single wicket each. Keeping was moderate. All
credit goes to our genius captain Ware de Vore, who was the architect of this successful mission,
fortunately we were 10 unique soldiers, but his craft full captaincy bear the fruit .

